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Schedule
Day One

Reach HCMC, head to Mekong Delta excursion.

Enjoy the cruise, lunch at the orchard garden.

Visit Vinh Trang temple in Vietnam

Hotel Check-in the evening.

Day Two
We will go for the Cu chi excursion to see the tunnels of the

American-Vietnam war

Coffee at highlands

Spend the evening at Pub Street of HCMC

Day Three
Fly to Da Nang after breakfast. Reach Hoi-An in the

afternoon, check into our hotel

Visit the hindu temple complex, "My Son" 

 Visit market of Hoi-An, decorated with lanterns

Day Four
Excursion day to Ba-Na hills.

    -Cable car ride to the hills
    -Golden hands bridge
    - French Village and Fantasy Park
   - Buffet lunch at Arapang
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Day Five
Fly to Hanoi, reach hostel in the afternoon

Unique water puppet show

Taste authentic coffee of Hanoi

Day Six
Board bus to Catba in the morning

Explore Trung Trang Cave 

Either do a trek or ride through the sea side

Day Seven
Board luxury cruise in the morning, enjoy the views

Hop on a kayak, make our way to dark cave- bright cave

Overnight in the ship

Day Eight
Go to Tung Cai Lagoon for kayaking, swimming and snorkelling

Board bus to Hanoi

Explore night markets of Hanoi

Day Nine
Coffee at train street

Vist temple of literature of ancient vietnam 

Return flight in the evening
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Inclusions
+Visa fees

+Two Domestic flights in Vietnam

+Accommodation 

+All meals 

+Transportation in vietnam

+ Luxury cruise from Cat Ba to Han

La bay 

+ Entry charges at sights

Exclusions
-International Flights 

-Any extra personal

expenditure.

-Anything not mentioned

in includes



 Over 10 years of
backpacking experience. 

 Professional trip leaders  
ensure that every expedition
is both safe and exciting.

 We prioritize women’s
safety above all else.

 Trusted, expert-led, and
eco-friendly travel
experience.

Why DarkGreen
Adventures?
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